Abstract. This paper considers the probabilistic may/must testing theory for processes having external, internal, and probabilistic choices. We observe that the underlying testing equivalence is too strong and distinguishes between processes that are observationally equivalent. The problem arises from the observation that the classical compose-and-schedule approach yields unrealistic overestimation of the probabilities, a phenomenon that has been recently well studied from the point of view of compositionality, in the context of randomized protocols and in probabilistic model checking. To that end, we propose a new testing theory, aiming at preserving the probability information in a parallel context. The resulting testing equivalence is insensitive to the exact moment the internal and the probabilistic choices occur. We also give an alternative characterization of the testing preorder as a probabilistic ready-trace preorder.
Introduction and motivation
Adding probabilistic aspects to concurrency theory has been a field of research for more than two decades. Various formalisms and different semantical models have been proposed, a large number of them focusing on one of the most challenging questions, namely the one of combining nondeterminism and probability. In a pioneering work in this field [Mor96] , Carroll Morgan, together with Annabelle McIver, Karen Seidel and Jeff Sanders, studied this issue in the context of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) and failures/divergences semantic model (see also [MMS96, SMM97, McM04] ). One of the central lines of this work is extending CSP with probabilistic choice, while preserving as many as possible of the standard CSP laws. In addition to this result, not less inspiring, a number of important issues were stated and discussed, to list some of them: the need of linear-time testing semantics, the idea of unobservability of probabilistic choice in testing semantics, and consequently, distributivity of probabilistic choice over other operators, and the observation that idempotency of nondeterministic choice is a rather natural and desired property. The latter was followed up by a reasoning that the demonic nondeterminism is not well behaved due to its "unpleasant property of loss of idempotency" [Mor96] and the conclusion that a new type of indifferent nondeterminism is needed. For many researchers these points have been a valuable source of inspiration and motivation up to date. After about 15 years since the paper "Refinement-oriented probability for CSP" [Mor96] was published, the research community has agreed that, what was then called indifferent nondeterminism, and nowadays restricted schedulers, is the right way to combine probabilities, nondeterminism and concurrency. Our contribution to this research area is partially presented in this paper. We were largely inspired and motivated by the work of Carroll Morgan, and moreover, deeply glad to share his viewpoints. A central question in the theory of concurrent processes is to define in which case two processes are to be considered equivalent. Various attempts to answer this question have led to the concepts of observational equivalence, bisimulation, testing equivalence, failure equivalence, etc. [Gla01, Gla93] . In the case of the may/must testing theory for concurrent processes [DeH84, Hen88] and its underlying semantics, two processes are equivalent if and only if they cannot be distinguished when interacting with the environment, which is an arbitrary process itself. Directly related to this positioning is the result that the exact moment an internal nondeterministic choice in a process is resolved is unobservable. This is contrary to bisimulation-based process theories where processes that differ only in the moment a choice is resolved are considered not equivalent; and therefore this moment is considered observable, e.g. [Mil80, BBR10] . On the other hand, the same (flexible) aspect of unobservable internal choice appears as well in the failures semantics of the theory of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [BHR84, Hoa85, Ros98] . In fact, it has been shown in [DeN87] that testing equivalence [DeH84, Hen88] and failures equivalence [BHR84] coincide for a broad class of processes. In that sense, the underlying semantics of the may/must testing theory belongs to the linear-time spectrum [Gla01, Gla93] .
In order to capture quantitative aspects of the system behaviour, some of the internal choices in a process may be refined by probabilistic choices. In this case, the probability with which a certain event happens depends on the way the remaining unrefined internal nondeterminism is resolved. This nondeterminism is usually resolved by means of a scheduler -a function that selects one of the alternatives, every time a process has to make an internal choice. For example, consider the process s u in Fig. 1 . It has one probabilistic choice, in the initial state, and two internal choices, in the states indicated with black bullets. There are four possible schedulers for this process: one scheduler selects the left τ -transition in the left internal choice and the left τ -transition in the right internal choice; another scheduler selects the left τ -transition in the left internal choice and the right τ -transition in the right internal choice, etc. Application of a scheduler to a process without external action choices (e.g. process s u), yields a fully probabilistic process, which can be further analyzed using, for instance, standard Markov chain analysis techniques. It is essential to note that different schedulers may yield different fully probabilistic processes. Therefore, the probability of an event occurring, is relative to the particular way the nondeterminism is resolved.
In the probabilistic extension of the may/must testing theory [WaL92] , the internal nondeterminism is resolved by means of powerful schedulers, so-called almighty schedulers. These schedulers can select any of the possible alternatives, without any constraints. Stated in terms of information that the scheduler is allowed to use when making decisions, this means that an almighty scheduler knows all potentials and the complete structure of the process and the test. However, it was soon observed that this reasoning yields unrealistic probabilities with which a process passes a test [Mor96, Low93, Seg95] . We explain this phenomenon via the following examples. Example 1.1 (A gambling machine) Consider a system consisting of a machine and a user. The machine is equipped with a menu of two buttons: head and tail, via which the user interacts with the machine. The machine, modeled by process graph s in Fig. 1 , first makes a fair choice (i.e. flips a fair coin). This decides the winning button: either head or tail, each being the winning one in a half of the machine runs, in average. The user, modeled by process graph u in Fig. 1 , can press any of the two buttons head or tail. Only if she presses the winning button, she wins a prize, and is happy (denoted by action ω). It is important to note that by no means the user is able to detect the machine's choice beforehand.
The interaction of the user and the machine is obtained by synchronizing the two processes on their common actions, and hiding the synchronizing actions afterwards. In terms of testing theory [DeH84] , process s is tested with test u. Considered as a simple game of chance, by means of probability theory it can be calculated that the user wins a prize with probability 1 2 . However, most of the existing approaches for probabilistic testing, in particular probabilistic may/must testing [WaL92, Seg96, JoW02, PDM07, Den08, Den09], do not yield probability 1 2 for action ω being reported. Namely, consider the result of synchronization of the two processes s and u, represented by process s u in Fig. 1 . By applying the above mentioned four schedulers to s u, one obtains the set of probabilities {0, 1 2 , 1} with which action ω can be reported. Therefore, since the power of the schedulers is unrestricted, unrealistic bounds of 0 and 1 for the probability to pass the test are obtained. In fact, when resolving the internal choice in s u, the above mentioned may/must testing approaches allow schedulers that correspond to strategies the user can define and deploy only if she knows the result of the coin-flipping before guessing. More concretely, such schedulers ignore the fact that both internal choices in s u are resolved in the same way, regardless of the outcome of the probabilistic choice.
Consider now processs in Fig. 1 . Processs can as well represent the behaviour of the coin-flipping machine from the view point of the user: she will win in a half of the cases (which can be easily computed by standard probability theory, too). Hence, according to the user, this machine acts as specified too, regardless of the fact that now the machine flips the coin, not before but after a button is pressed. However, the probabilistic may/must testing approaches [WaL92, Seg96, JoW02, PDM07, Den08, Den09] do not consider processes s ands testing equivalent. Namely, two schedulers can be defined and applied to processs u, both yielding exactly probability of 1 2 for reporting action ω. Consequently, testing s ands with the same test u returns different sets of probabilities, so they are not probabilistically testing equivalent. Note, however, that if the probabilities are ignored, and each probabilistic choice is treated as an internal choice, then processes s ands are testing equivalent in the standard non-probabilistic may/must testing theory [DeH84] . Example 1.2 (Guessing game). Consider the following game. Player x tosses a fair coin without revealing the outcome and waits. Player y writes down his guess about the outcome of the flipping without showing it to x . Then, both players agree to reveal their outcomes, i.e. x to uncover the coin and y to show what he has written. Players x and y are modeled in Fig. 2a . Process x y represents the result of the synchronization of processes x and y, where ω action obviously specifies a correct guess. Obviously, the probability that player y guesses correctly equals 1 2 . However, the schedulers applied to the synchronization of processes x and y give the set of probabilities {0, 1 2 , 1} for reporting ω. This, therefore, suggests that player y has a strategy always to guess the result correctly. On the other hand, if player y plays the same game against processx (Fig. 2a) , the almighty schedulers approaches yield exactly one probability of testing theory, processes x andx cannot be equated, although they differ only in the moment the coin is flipped. As a consequence, in this theory prefix does not distribute over probabilistic choice, thus making the moment of resolving an internal probabilistic choice observable. Please note that variants of this example were initially discussed in [Low93, Seg95, Mor96] .
Note that specifying the waiting action of process x with the same action name, regardless of the outcome of the flipping, is essential for player x to keep the outcome unknown to player y. Namely, if player x after flipping the coin offers, depending on the outcome, different actions for synchronization, e.g. b and c, as shown in Fig. 2b , therewith he reveals the outcome of the flipping to the other player. In this case, the guesser can surely guess the result: he makes his guess depending on the action on which both players previously synchronized. In this case it is to be expected to have a scheduler which, for instance, yields probability 1 for successful guess.
It is worth noting that equating processes x andx from Fig. 2a, i .e. allowing distribution of action prefix over internal probabilistic choice [Hoa85] , is closely related to equating processes s ands in Fig. 1, i .e. allowing distribution of external action choice over internal probabilistic choice [Hoa85] , from a point of view of compositionality. Namely, if distribution of external choice over internal probabilistic choice is not allowed under a semantical equivalence, then allowing distribution of action prefix over internal probabilistic choice breaks the congruence property for interleaving (or merge) [Hoa85] . This is to be concluded from Fig. 3 : relating processes p and q requires relating processes p|||d and q|||d , where d denotes a process which can perform only action d and ||| is the merge operator.
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From the above discussion it follows that, if we are not able to relate processes that differ only in the moment an internal probabilistic choice is resolved, whether it is before or after an action execution, then, for the verification purposes we can only rely on equivalences that inspect the internal structure of processes, as bisimulations and simulations [Gla01] . Indeed, it has been shown in [JoW02, LSV07, Den08] that the testing preorders defined in [WaL92, Seg96] are branching time, simulation-like relations. The most discouraging fact is, however, that in a parallel composition probability information might be lost, as the previous examples show. This questions the reasons for adding probabilities in the model to start with.
In this paper we propose a testing semantics in the style of [DeH84] for processes exhibiting external, internal and probabilistic choices that solves the problem with overestimation of the probabilities with which a process passes a test. The proposed semantics also preserves the concept of unobservability of the internal choice as originally in [DeH84] . The unobservability of the internal choice results from a ready-trace-style characterization of the testing preorder relation, where a ready-trace is an alternating sequence of action menus and performed actions [Pnu85, BBK87, Gla01] . The testing semantics itself is based on a novel method for labeling the internal transitions. The labels on internal transitions indicate different appearance of the same internal choices as, for instance, the internal choices in the two black states in Fig 1. The core idea is that the labels on the internal transitions contain all information based on which the internal choice should be resolved. For example, both internal choices in process s u in Fig. 1 are resolved based on the menu {h, t} of action-candidates for synchronization, and thus their labels contain exactly this information, together with the synchronized action just executed. In this way, internal choices using the same information are resolved in the same way, regardless of the considered future. As the synchronization of a process and a test may create new internal nondeterminism, our labeling method introduces new labels and guarantees their consistency with labels that may already exist in the process or in the test. Our labeling approach, as we will discuss in more detail in Sect. 4, prevents over-and underestimation of probabilities. Thus, in our semantics processes s ands are equated nicely, as well as processes x andx (to be discussed in Sect. 4).
We like to stress that the work presented here has paved the way towards more general theory and results, not presented in this paper, but can be found in [GeA10c, GeA10a, GeA12, Geo11] . One of the follow-up results is, the alternative ready-trace characterization of the probabilistic testing semantics defined here has been the basis of an algebraic probabilistic process theory with a rather rich underlying process language, which, among the others, includes a general parallel composition operator [GeA10a, GeA12] . This parallel composition allows processes to synchronize on a set of actions and to interleave on the rest of the actions, as in CSP [Ros98] , and also allows action hiding after synchronization, as in CCS [Mil80] . The CSP-style axiomatization of the ready-trace equivalence shows that all the distributivity axioms for internal choice [Hoa85, Ros98] are preserved, and no new axioms regarding the interplay between external and internal choice are added. Thus, with this approach we solve a problem which was open throughout the years, namely to find an extension of CSP with probabilistic choice and proper underlying semantic which is satisfactory w.r.t. the derivation power of the axioms.
Structure of the paper In Sect. 2 we define our semantic model, and in Sect. 3 we define how the internal nondeterminism is resolved, by first performing unfolding and appropriate relabeling. In Sect. 4 we define the synchronization of a process and a test and the testing preorder relation. In Sect. 5 we define the ready-trace preorder relation, and in Sect. 6 we prove that the two preorder relations coincide. We end the paper with a discussion on the related work (Sect. 7) and with concluding remarks (Sect. 8).
Process graphs
In this section we define the underlying semantic model of process graphs and operations on them. Three types of choices can be modeled by the process graphs: choice between several different actions-external choice, choice between several internal transitions-internal choice, and probabilistic choice, as a refinement of the internal choice. Note that this kind of modeling is in the spirit of CSP [Hoa85] . However, the internal transitions have been assigned labels, local to the process to which they belong. The labels are meant to contain precisely the information that can be used to resolve the internal choice. In the process of resolving the nondeterminism and obtaining a fully probabilistic process, the labels are used as parameters of unknown probability distributions (Sects. 3 and 4). In this way the most generic notion of randomized schedulers are employed in our setting. It is worth noticing that our semantic model can be also seen as an orthogonal combination of reactive probabilistic processes [LaS91] (or Markov decision processes [Put94] ) and parametric discrete-time Markov chains [Doo53] , where the transition probabilities are parameters, without a time component.
Given a directed graph r , by s l − → t we denote that there exists an edge in r originating from a node s and ending in a node t, labeled with l ; we may omit s, t, or l from the notation to denote that they are arbitrary. For a finite index set I , by [{s Each process s defines a set of equations, called constraints for s. Similarly as in parametric Markov chains [Doo53] , they restrict the values that the internal labels in s can take, such that the values of the labels assigned to an internal choice form a probability distribution, i.e. they are in the interval [0, 1] and sum up to 1. The constraints, formally defined below, play an essential role in our approach. Process graphs are composed by means of the following parametric operators: , , and ⊕. The operators and have the same intuitive meaning as the corresponding operators in [Hoa85] : i∈I τ i s i is (in our case labeled) internal nondeterministic choice between processes {s i } i∈I , and i∈I a i s i is a choice between action prefixed processes {a i s i } i∈I . ⊕ i∈I π i s i is a probabilistic choice between processes {s i } i∈I , specifying that each process s i is being chosen with probability π i . Formally, Definition 2.3 Let I be a finite index set and {s i } i∈I be a set of process graphs. The parametric operators ⊕, , on process graphs are defined as follows: -For {τ i } i∈I ⊂ L such that {τ i } i∈I do not appear in the process graphs {s i } i∈I , the process graph i∈I τ i s i is constructed by creating a new state s as its root, a set {s i } i∈I of disjoint copies of the process graphs {s i } i∈I , and new transitions {s τ i s i } i∈I .
-For {a i } i∈I ⊆ A, the process graph i∈I a i s i is constructed by creating a new state s as its root, a set {s i } i∈I of disjoint copies of the process graphs {s i } i∈I , and new transitions {s
such that i∈I π i 1, the process graph ⊕ i∈I π i s i is constructed by creating a new state s as its root, a set {s i } i∈I of disjoint copies of the process graphs {s i } i∈I , and new transitions {s
We omit the operator sign ⊕, or if there is only one operand. We also write a rather than a0. Note that our model does not allow choice between an internal transition and an action transition, since this would raise ambiguity in the process of labeling the internal transitions. However, in practice this is not a limitation, since by the testing semantics [DeH84] , process τ.P + Q, where + denotes alternative composition, is equivalent to process τ.P + τ.(P + Q). Also, processes a.P + a.Q and a.(τ.P + τ.Q) are testing equivalent, which is why we only consider choice between different actions. Note that, for clarity, and for being able to define a probabilistic counterpart of CSP later on, we use separate operators for choice between actions and for choice between internal transitions. Definition 2.4 A finite process graph is a process graph in which only finite paths exist. A finite process tree is a finite process graph that has a tree form. A divergence-free process graph is a process graph without infinite sequences of probabilistic or internal transitions.
To simplify the technical framework, throughout the paper we assume that processes are divergence-free. Generalization is discussed as future work in Sect. 8.
Unfolding and coherent labeling
The idea behind labeling the internal transitions is to be able to identify different appearances of the same internal choice. Please recall from the examples that an internal nondeterministic choice can be cloned when the process it belongs to is synchronized or interleaved. Then, if two internal choices are identified with the same labels, then they are two copies of the same instance, and we ensure that they will be resolved in the same way. For example, as already discussed, the two internal choices in the synchronization x y actually represent the same instance of a choice and, thus in our model, they are labeled the same (we defer the discussion for the exact labeling to the next section). A rather more illustrative example is process v in Fig. 4a . It can be seen as the interleaving of process p ≡ a(τ 1 b τ 2 c) and process q ≡ d . Since there is no communication specified between p and q, the internal choice in p cannot and should not be influenced by execution of action d , obviously. Consequently, both internal choices that appear in v must be resolved in the same manner, and this is ensured by the same label sets. Consider now process s in Fig. 4b as a process which is to be tested. As given, it has two internal choices both having the same labels. This indicates that they both should be resolved in the same way. Nevertheless, it is rather more realistic to reason that the same instance of an internal choice cannot happen again in the future of itself. Consequently, we have to relabel the second internal choice with new labels. Typically, process graphs like s in Fig. 4b result when a cyclic process graph is unfolded: s can be seen as an unfolding of graph t in the same figure. Clearly, in one run, all the internal choices in process t are resolved pairwise independently, due to their nondeterministic nature. Finally, let us recall the example of process y in Fig.2 , which has been utilized as a test for process x . It has an internal choice, which has to be resolved as well.
One can, therefore, conclude that computing the set of probabilities by which a process passes a given test requires a proper labeling and, if necessary, relabeling. This is done in three sequential steps. First, (re-)labeling of the internal nondeterminism of a process which is to be tested (e.g. processes in Fig. 4b .) discussed in a moment. Second, labeling of the internal nondeterminism of a test, and, third, labeling of the internal nondeterminism newly created by the synchronization when testing. The last two labeling steps are integrated into one step and are discussed in Sect. 4.1. Once the labeling is completed, the result of the testing in terms of concrete probability values can be computed (Sect. 4.2).
In this section we define how to unfold a process graph up to a finite length and relabel its internal transitions, such that two nondeterministic states have the same label sets only if they represent the same instance of an internal choice. Then, we define, in a rather straightforward way, how the internal nondeterminism in a process is resolved, by assigning probability distributions to the internal choices.
A recursive function that unfolds a process up to a certain depth and relabels the internal transitions appropriately on-the-fly is defined below. It takes three arguments: a process graph s to be applied to, a set of labels L in L and a nonnegative integer m. The set of labels L collects the labels used in the unfolding up to the present moment and serves to ease the definition, while the integer m is the unfolding depth, i.e. the maximal number of observable actions that appear in a path of the unfolded process graph. The function returns a process graph in the form of a finite tree. 
is fresh, i.e. it hasn't been used for labeling internal transitions yet, 2 and for a given set of non-negative numbers I , by max I we denote the maximum of the numbers in I , if I ∅, or 0, if I ∅.
By unfolding a process graph, a finite process tree is obtained. The labels on the internal transitions in the obtained tree are new with respect to the labels in the original process graph. Every time a state, having outgoing internal transitions labeled with the set {τ i } i∈I , is to be unfolded, a fresh set of labels {τ n+1 i } i∈I is used for labeling the corresponding internal transitions in the unfolded tree. This set of labels, in fact, contains implicit information, stored in n, about the number of times a state in the original graph with the label set {τ i } i∈I has been unfolded up to that moment. This way, internal choices that were labeled the same in the original graph, but are in the same future, are relabeled with different label sets; on the other hand, internal choices that were labeled the same in the original graph, but are "parallel" to each other, remain labeled with equal label sets. This is because, as we already pointed out, in the former case the choices are different instances of the internal choice, while in the later case, the choices are the same instance of the internal choice, happening in different futures. The following example reveals that assigning labels to cyclic processes requires delicate reasoning. Note that, in order to express full nondeterminism in general cyclic processes, namely to express that all the internal choices are resolved independently from each other, one has to switch to infinite-state graphs. Recall, however, that our present focus is on defining a testing semantics that gives reasonable probabilities for a process to pass a test. Therefore the present focus is on finite behaviour, where this expressivity (of infinite behaviour) does not play a role.
Having labeled the internal choices in an unfolded process tree in a coherent way, the internal nondeterminism can be resolved by assigning probability distributions to the internal choices. Recall from Definition 2.2 that C(s) denotes the set of constraints for the labels used in process s, which now will impose constraints on distributions that can be assigned to particular internal choice. Thus, an m-resolution of a process s is the process that results when the labels on the internal transitions in the unfolding of s up to depth m have been replaced by probabilities. Note that, speaking in terms of schedulers, we employ randomized schedulers [Seg95, BiA95, Put94] , which assign arbitrary probability distributions to the internal transitions, rather than the deterministic schedulers considered in the introduction, that assign only the trivial probability distributions. This is because the former schedulers are more general, and with them, probabilistic choice can be treated as a special type of internal choice.
Remark The unfolding function of Definition 3.1 takes into consideration that a cyclic process may be a parallel composition of simpler processes; with this reasoning, as we saw, infinite-state graphs are necessary in order to model infinite processes where all internal choices are resolved pairwise independently. Another way of defining the unfolding function is to assign different values to all the internal labels of the process. This way, finite state graphs suffice. Clearly, a compromise has to be made in this case, too: we have to assume that the process-argument of the unfolding function is not obtained as a parallel composition. We leave the details of this solution for the future.
Testing semantics
In this section we define the testing semantics, and, based on it, a testing preorder relation on processes. To prepare the ground, we define first a systematic labeling of the internal transitions that result from testing a process with a test. Then, simply by treating the internal choices in the synchronization as parametric probabilistic choices, we define a function that calculates the parametric probability with which a process passes a test. Given a value-assignment of the parametric probabilities, we obtain a concrete probability with which a process can pass a test. Based on the parametric probabilities, we define the testing preorder relation on processes.
Synchronization
A test T , as usual, is a finite process tree, such that for a symbol ω ∈ A, there may exist transitions s ω − → for some states s in T , denoting success. 3 We assume that all the labels on internal transitions in a test belong to the set {τ i } i∈I for some index set I . Additionally, we assume that all labels on the internal transitions in a test are distinct (we justify this assumption below).
In the previous section we defined how the internal nondeterminism in a process is labeled in a coherent way and resolved. Recall that submitting a process to a test means synchronizing both of them on all common actions. Therefore, additional nondeterminism arises when a process is being tested. First, there is the nondeterminism with respect to the action on which the process and the test synchronize, if there are multiple candidate-actions for synchronization at one moment, i.e. synchronization nondeterminism. Second, there is the internal nondeterminism of the test. In order to determine how the synchronized transitions should be labeled, let us recall Example 1.1 and the synchronization s u of the coin-flipping machine s and user u. Clearly, in order to avoid the problem with overestimation of probabilities, we must ensure that both internal choices in s u are resolved in the same way. Thus, the resolution of the synchronization nondeterminism should not depend on the probabilistic (or, for that matter, the internal) transitions of the process or the test. Moreover, note that the state in which the process or the test, or for that matter their synchronization, resides at the moment, should not play a role in the resolution of synchronization nondeterminism. In fact, in order to keep the probability with which the user guesses the outcome of coin-flipping to 1 2 , the resolution of synchronization nondeterminism should be based at most on the menu that the machine offers, or, in other words, on the actions that are candidates for synchronization. As the process and the test proceed interacting, the entity that resolves synchronization nondeterminism (in our example the user) may actually remember the history of synchronization and take it into account when making the current choice. To conclude, speaking in terms of labels, each label on a synchronized transition should represent exactly the set of actions-candidates for synchronization at that moment, the actual action on which the current synchronization happens, and the history of synchronization.
Regarding the test, recall that we assume that all the labels on internal transitions that it contains are distinct. In other words, for simplicity, we restrict to the subset of tests that are most powerful, as they have "full control" over their internal choices. In fact, if two processes are not distinguished by this subset of tests, then they should not be distinguished by the rest of the (less powerful) tests, too. (In Sect. 6 we actually prove that tests without internal transitions suffice for comparison of processes). Now, to avoid underestimation of the probabilities with which success is reported, we capture the special case when the test itself resolves the synchronization nondeterminism (as in Example 1.1). Therefore, we bear in mind that the test can also take into account the history of resolving the synchronization nondeterminism when resolving its internal nondeterminism. For example, consider the process
(ac) and the test a(τ 1 d ω τ 2 cω) bω. When testing the process, the test can choose transition τ 1 if action a was synchronized out of the candidate-actions a and b, and the transition τ 2 if a was the only candidate for synchronization. In this way, the test can resolve its internal choices such that success is always reported. Thus, when an internal transition originating from the test is labeled in the synchronization of the process and the test, the label includes the history of synchronization.
We now formalize the above discussions, in the form of a synchronization operator for a process and a test. Let G ⊂ G be the set of all process graphs that do not contain internal transitions, i.e. the set of deterministic processes. In the following definition we assume that the process is deterministic, and the remark below explains the sufficiency of this for the general case. We presuppose a special label ε that cannot appear in any process or test. The synchronous parallel composition l is parametrized by a label l ∈ L, equal to the last label created for an internal transition resulting from synchronization nondeterminism, up to the present moment. Thus, in order to pass the history of synchronization to a newly created label l , it is enough to incorporate l in l as a superscript. Recall that, given an action state s, by s a we denote the state (if it exists) for which s a − → s a .
Definition 4.1 (Synchronization). The synchronization s l T of a deterministic process s and a test T is defined as
If l ε, then we write s T rather than s ε T .
Example 4.1 Figure 6 gives the synchronization s u of process s and test u, and the synchronizations u of processs and test u from Fig. 1 . Note how both internal choices in s u, that result from the options to synchronize on h or on t, are labeled with the same set of labels. Moreover, the same set of labels is also used for labeling the corresponding internal choice ins u.
Example 4.2 Figure 7 gives the synchronization x y of process x and test y and the synchronizationx y of processx and test y from Fig. 2a , where test y in our model has been modeled as w (τ 1 rhω τ 2 rtω). Note how both internal choices in x y are labeled with the same sets of labels, and the same set of labels is used for the internal choice inx y. In Fig. 8 the synchronization x y of process x and test y from Fig. 2b is given, where test y in our model has been modeled as a((τ 1 rhω) (τ 2 rtω)) b((τ 3 rhω) (τ 4 rtω)) (thus satisfying our requirements that the test is a process tree with all the labels distinct). Remark Note that the operators defined in Definitions 3.1 and 4.1 can be merged into one synchronization operator that synchronizes any arbitrary process (also if it has internal nondeterminism) with a test. The part regarding the resolution of the process internal nondeterminism would be inherited from Definition 3.1. We separated the definitions for clarity and because Definition 3.1 is also needed in Sect. 5.
The result of testing
Having labeled all the internal transitions in the synchronization of a deterministic process and a test, we can define the parametric probability with which a deterministic process s passes a test T , i.e. with which action ω is reported in s T . Namely, by treating every label set as a parametric probability distribution, the probability to report ω in the synchronization is a polynomial over the variables in L. For our convenience, we bypass the creation of the process graph representing the synchronization, and we calculate the resulting polynomial directly. Thus, the computation of the parametric probability with which s T performs action ω mimics the creation of s T itself. Let T be the set of all tests and P be the set of all polynomials with variable names in the label set L.
Definition 4.2 (Result of testing) The partial function R : G ×T ×L → P is defined as
otherwise. (s, T , λ) . Intuitively, Pr(s, T , λ) is the probability with which the deterministic process s passes test T , given that the synchronization nondeterminism and the internal nondeterminism of T are resolved by λ.
If l ε, then we shall write R(s, T ) rather than R(s, T , ε), and we call R(s, T ) the result of testing s with T . Given a resolution λ of C(s T ) for a deterministic process s and a test T , the value of the polynomial R(s, T ) for the values of its variables given by λ is denoted by Pr
The following proposition states that if two processes yield the same result when tested by a certain test, then they also yield the same constraints when synchronized with the test. In this case, for every resolution of the constraints, the two processes pass the test with the same probability.
Proposition 4.1 Let s and t be two deterministic processes and T be a test, such that R(s, T ) R(t, T ). Then, C(s T ) C(t T ), and given an arbitrary resolution λ of C(s T ), Pr(s, T , λ) Pr(t, T , λ).

Proof. From R(s, T ) R(t, T ), we have that s T and t T use the same set of labels L for their internal transitions.
Moreover, by Definition 4.2, L can be partitioned into sets {L i } i∈J , such that for every internal choice in s T there is a set L j containing the labels assigned to that internal choice, and the same for the internal choices in t T . Thus, by Definition 2.2, we obtain that C(s T ) . That is, no matter how the internal nondeterminism in the synchronization of process s and test u is resolved, the probability with which s passes u is 1 2 . The same holds for processs and test u. In other words, the user guesses the outcome of the coin-flipping in either machine with probability . That is, no matter how y resolves its internal nondeterminism when synchronized with x , the probability with which success is reported is 1 2 . In other words, no matter how player y makes his guess, it will coincide with the outcome of coin-flipping with probability 1 2 . The same holds for processx and test y. On the other hand, consider processes x and y in Fig. 2b , and their synchronization x y in Fig. 8 . There exists a resolution λ of C(x y ), assigning value 0 to τ γ 2 and τ δ 3 and value 1 to all the other labels, such that Pr(x , y , λ) 1. In other words, player y can always rightly guess the outcome of the coin-flipping.
Testing preorder
In the classical sense of probabilistic testing [WaL92,Seg96,JoW02,PDM07,Den08,Den09], in order for process s to implement process t, it is required that for every test T and every resolution of the nondeterminism in s T , there exists a resolution of the nondeterminism in t T that can mimic the probability to report success in a certain way. In our setting, for the reasons explained in the introduction, we move from the "compose-and-schedule" approach to "schedule-and-compose" (see also [Che06] for this term). Namely, in order for process s to implement process t, we require that for every test T , no matter how s resolves its internal nondeterminism, t can resolve its internal nondeterminism such that T cannot distinguish between s and t.
So far, we can anticipate that a good ground for comparison of two deterministic processes s and t when tested with test T is the function R(x , T ). Namely, assume that R(s, T ) R(t, T ). Then, by Proposition 4.1, C(s T ) C(t T
, i.e. the same internal label sets appear in both s T and t T . This means that the same options for resolving the synchronization nondeterminism and the internal nondeterminism arise when either s or t is tested by T , that is, the test cannot distinguish between s and t based on the actions that s or t offer or have offered for synchronization. By Proposition 4.1, from R(s, T ) R(t, T ) we also have that for an arbitrary resolution λ of C(s T ) (and therefore of C(t T )) it holds that Pr(s, T , λ) Pr(t, T , λ). That is, for every resolution of the synchronization nondeterminism, the probabilities to report success coincide for both s and t. In other words, even if the test repeatedly tests s and t, it cannot make a difference between s and t based on the observed frequency with which success is reported for a particular resolution of the synchronization nondeterminism and the internal nondeterminism in the test. Finally, note that the polynomial R(x , T ) is "insensitive" to the exact moments in time at which x makes its probabilistic choices, i.e. R(s, T ) does not reveal to T the internal structure of x . To summarize, the polynomial R(x , T ) contains the exact information that test T can exploit in order to make a difference between two processes.
The above discussion is formalized in the following definitions of the testing preorder relation and the induced equivalence. Given a test T , by length(T ) we denote the maximal number of observable actions T can perform before performing the success action ω. Recall from Definition 3.2, an m-resolution of a process is obtained when it has been unfolded up to length m and the internal nondeterminism has been resolved.
Definition 4.3 (Testing preorder). Let s and t be two processes. s implements t, denoted s T t, iff for every natural m ≥ 0, for every test T with length(T ) m and for every m-resolution s m of s, there exists an m-resolution t m of t such that R(s m , T ) R(t m , T ).
Definition 4.4 (Testing equivalence). Processes s and t are testing-equivalent, denoted s ≈ T t, iff s T t and t T s.
Remark Recall that our testing semantics allows for scenarios where the tested process is a machine with menus and the test is a user which resolves the synchronization nondeterminism. In this case the test has the power to see the history of actions-candidates for synchronization, rather than only the history of performed actions (i.e. its local history). In other scenarios a test would resolve its internal nondeterminism the same way the process does, by looking only into its local history. In this case, there is no need to change the labels of the internal transitions in a test while testing as it is done in Definition 4.1. It is important, however, that the way a test resolves its internal nondeterminism has no influence on the testing preorder relation, as we will see in Sect. 6. It rather only influences the obtained maximal/minimal probabilities to report success: the more power a test has, the higher/lower the obtained maximal/minimal probability (over all resolutions of the nondeterminism).
Probabilistic ready-trace preorder
In this section we define the probabilistic ready-trace preorder relation on processes. The relation is based on the ability of a process to mimic the probabilistic behaviour of another process under an arbitrary resolution of the internal nondeterminism of the latter. By mimicking the probabilistic behaviour, we mean matching the probability of an arbitrary ready-trace, i.e. a sequence of action-menus and performed actions. As the probability to observe a ready-trace is conditioned upon the actions that are actually performed, we employ conditional probabilities of the ready-traces. For these reasons, we exploit the Bayesian definition of probability [Lid80] , in which the probability is naturally conditioned, rather than the measure-theoretic definition.
Bayesian probability
We consider a sample space, , consisting of points called elementary events. Selection of a particular a ∈ is referred to as "a has occurred". An event A ⊆ is a set of elementary events. A, B , C , . . . range over events.
An event A has occurred iff a has occurred for some a ∈ A. Let A 1 , A 2 , . . . be a sequence of events and C be an event. The members of the sequence are exclusive given C, if, whenever C has occurred, no two of them can occur together, that is, if A i ∩ A j ∩ C ∅ whenever i j . C is called a conditioning event. If the conditioning event is , then "given " is omitted. For certain pairs of events A and B , a real number P (A | B ) is defined and called the probability of A given B . For P (A | ) we simply write P (A). These numbers satisfy the following axioms:
Ax1: 0 ≤ P (A|B ) ≤ 1 and P (A|A) 1. Ax2: If the events in
The preorder relation RT
We define a ready trace, the conditional probability of a ready trace, and the preorder relation on processes based on the conditional probabilities.
Definition 5.1 (Ready-trace). A ready-trace of length n is a sequence
We assume that an observer is able to see the actions that the process performs, together with the menus out of which actions are chosen. Intuitively, a ready-trace (M 1 , a 1 , M 2 , a 2 , . . . , M n−1 , a n−1 , M n ) can be observed if the initial menu is M 1 , then action a 1 ∈ M 1 is performed, then the next menu is M 2 , then action a 2 ∈ M 2 is performed and so on, until the observation ends at a point when the menu is M n .
Next, given a deterministic finite process s, we define process s (M ,a) , that is the process that s becomes, assuming that menu M was offered to s and action a was performed. For example, for process s in Fig. 1, s 
Definition 5.2 Let s be a finite deterministic process. Let M ⊆ A, a ∈ M . The process graph s (M ,a) is obtained from s in the following way:
-if {s i } i∈I ∅ are all the process graphs such that I(s i ) M and s
-in any other case, s (M ,a) is undefined.
Next, for a finite deterministic process s and a ready-trace (M 1 , a 1 , . . . , M n−1 , a n−1 , M n ), we define the conditional probability to observe menu M n in s, given that previously the sequence M 1 , a 1 , . . . , M n−1 , a n−1 was observed. These conditional probabilities are essential for the definition of the ready-trace preorder relation, presented afterwards. (M 1 , a 1 , . . . , M n−1 , a n−1 , M n ) be a ready-trace of length n and s be a finite deterministic process. Functions P
Definition 5.3 Let
. . M n−1 , a n−1 ), for n > 1, are defined in the following way:
otherwise.
When the sample space consists of all the subsets of A, for a given finite deterministic process s, function P M 1 , a 1 , . . . M n−1 , a n−1 ) can be interpreted as the probability of the event { (M 1 , a 1 , . . . , M n−1 , a n−1 , M n )}, given the event { (M 1 , a 1 , . . . M n−1 , a n−1 , X ) | X ⊆ A}, when observing ready-traces of process s. It can be shown that these probabilities are well defined, i.e. they satisfy axioms Ax1-Ax3 from Sect. 5.1.
Example 5.1 Consider process p|||d in Fig. 3 . We have:
Definition 5.4 (Ready-trace preorder). 
is defined, and, in case they are both defined, they are equal.
Informally, a process s implements a process t if and only if for every m-resolutions of the nondeterminism in s,
there is an m-resolutiont of the nondeterminism in t, such that for every ready-trace (M 1 , a 1 , . . . , M k ) of length k ≤ m, the probability to observe M k , given that previously the sequence M 1 , a 1 , . . . M k −1 , a k −1 was observed, is defined at the same time for boths andt. Moreover, in case both probabilities are defined, they coincide. In general, process s implements process t iff s contains "less" internal nondeterminism than t.
Definition 5.5 (Ready-trace equivalence) Let s and t be two processes. s and t are ready-trace equivalent, denoted by s ≈ RT t, iff s RT t and t RT s. Fig. 1 are ready-trace equivalent, and the same holds for the process pairs x and x in Fig. 2a, z and v in Fig. 4a , and s u ands u in Fig. 6 . Processes z and v in Fig. 4a are ready-trace equivalent and they both implement process r in the same figure. Recall that processes z and v can be actually seen as an interleaving of processes τ 5 ab τ 6 ac, resp. a(τ 1 b τ 2 c) (none of which can recognize action d ) with action d , while process r has "full control" over its nondeterminism. Figure 5 presents relations between several cyclic processes.
Examples Processes s ands in
Equating the two preorders
We show that the testing preorder relation T and the ready-trace preorder relation RT coincide. In addition, we show that deterministic tests, i.e. tests without internal transitions, suffice for comparison of processes. M 1 , a 1 
are not defined at the same time, or they are both defined, but different.
We show this by induction on the structure of T . We assume that in the states in which T can perform an ω action, no other actions can be performed. Formally, if for some state u it holds that u ω − →, then I(u) {ω}. We can assume this without loss of generality because the other actions, if they exist, do not change the power of the test (see Definition 4.2), i.e. the test immediately reports ω each time it is able to. − → T i } i∈I ] and every T i for i ∈ I can perform ω or deadlock. Lett be an m-resolution of t. By assumption,
yields the polynomial 0 or 1 for every i ∈ I and for every a ∈ M T i , depending only on whether T a deadlocks or performs ω. Therefore, we obtain that R(s, T ) R(t, T ), which contradicts the assumption that R(s, T ) R(t, T ). Therefore, there must exist a menu M such that P 
− → T i } i∈I ], such that each T i is an arbitrary test. By assumption, R(s, T ) R(t, T ). If there exists a menu
. We obtain again that the equations (1) and (2) hold. Then, since R(s, T ) R(t, T ), it must be that
By the inductive assumption, there exists a menu M ⊆ A, such that
or there exists a ready trace (M 1 , a 1 
are not defined at the same time, or they are both defined, but different. From
and from Definition 5.3 we have that in the first case P
, while in the second case
are not defined at the same time, or they are both defined, but different. This completes the proof. 2
Theorem 6.2 Let s and t be two processes. If s T t, then s RT t.
Proof. Assume that s RT t. Then, by Definition 5.4, for some m ≥ 0 there exists an m-resolutions of s, such that for every m-resolutiont of t, it holds that M 1 , a 1 , . . . M k −1 , a k −1 ) are not defined at the same time, or they are both defined, but different.
It is enough to show that there exists a test T with length(T ) m such that, for the givens, and for an arbitrary m-resolutiont of t, it holds that R(s, T ) R(t, T ). The proof is by induction on the minimal value of m.
In the case m 0 there is nothing to prove. Suppose m 1. Then,s is a 1-resolution of s, such that for every 1-resolutiont of t there exists a menu M¯t with P 1 s (M¯t ) P 1 t (M¯t ). Take the test T a∈A aω. Lett be an arbitrary 1-resolution of t. We have
Assuming that R(s, T ) R(t, T )
, we obtain that P 
Assume that R(s, T ) R(t, T ). Then, for every menu
From the assumption that P
are not defined at the same time, or they are both defined, but different, and from P 1 s (M 1 ) P 1 t (M 1 ), we have that
are not defined at the same time, or they are both defined, but different. Then, by the inductive assumption, we have that
This contradicts (3). Therefore, R(s, T ) R(t, T ) and the proof of the theorem is complete.
2 Corollary 6.1 Let s and t be two processes. s T t if and only if s RT t.
The following proposition states that tests with internal transitions have no more distinguishing power than deterministic tests, i.e. tests without internal transitions. In other words, if two processes are not related by the testing preorder relation, then this can be concluded using only a certain deterministic test.
Proposition 6.1 Let s and t be two processes. If s T t, then there exists a deterministic test T with length m, such that for some m-resolutions of s and for every m-resolutiont of t, R(s, T ) R(t, T ).
Proof. If s T t, then, by Corollary 6.1, s RT t. The rest of the proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 6.2. 2
Related work
As closely related to the results presented here, we consider the research reports that face the challenge of defining a satisfactory linear-time semantics for concurrent systems with probabilistic and nondeterministic choice; by linear-time here we mean allowing distribution of prefix over internal (probabilistic) choice (or, in other words, equating processes x andx from Fig. 2a ). In the introduction we discussed that this problem is non-trivial. Work addressing it was reported in [Low93, Sei95, Seg95, Mor96, GDR97, KwN98b, AHJ01, Caz03, Che06, LNR06, CSV07, DHR08,ChP07,ABD11]. Our work is also closely related to the research oriented towards restricting the power of the schedulers for concurrent probabilistic-nondeterministic systems [AHJ01, Che06, ChP07, GiD09, And11], to achieve compositionality for trace preorders [AHJ01, Che06] , or to obtain realistic probabilities for the behaviour of the system [ChP07, GiD09, And11]. The report [Low93] defines trace-style semantical equivalences for processes with action choice and probabilistic choice; they are extended for processes with internal nondeterminism such that, first, the internal nondeterminism is resolved using the almighty (randomized) schedulers discussed in the introduction, and then processes are compared. Not surprisingly, the equivalences are not congruences, for example they do not equate processes x y andx y from Example 1.2 in the introduction, although processes x andx are equated. It is interesting to note that reference [Low93] is one of the earliest that note the problem discussed in this example. Similar problems with compositionality, induced by the underlying almighty schedulers, appear in the trace equivalences defined in [Seg95] and [CSV07] ; the latter one characterizes the former one via a testing scenario. We note that the compositionality problem in [Seg95] remains even when restricted to processes without internal nondeterminism, as processes p|||d and q|||d from Fig. 3 are not equated (although p and q are) or, in other words, action choice does not distribute over probabilistic choice.
References [Sei95] , [LNR06] , and [DHR08] consider processes without internal nondeterminism and define equivalences that equate two processes only if they cannot be distinguished by the environment. However, the environment is not a process itself (as in our case), but rather only a sequence of actions. As a result, although [Sei95] , [LNR06] , and [DHR08] allow distributivity of external action choice over probabilistic choice, they also make undesirable identifications from the point of view of process theory; for example, they equate processes 
c.
In [Mor96] a process is a probability distribution over standard CSP processes; two processes are equivalent if the probability distributions are the same. In other words, all the probabilistic choices are resolved before the execution of the process and a resolution is a standard non-probabilistic process. This way, probabilistic choice distributes over most of the operators -for example, processes x andx (Fig. 2a) are equated. However, by "lifting" the probabilistic choices to the root, the nondeterministic choices are "pushed" downwards and replicated. As discussed in the introduction, and already in [Mor96] , the replication of the nondeterministic choices leads to loss of probability information. With this approach also the idempotence of the internal choice is lost [Mor96] , viz. the law x x x does not hold, and action choice does not distribute over probabilistic choice. Interestingly, in [Mor96] it has been discussed that the problem with loss of idempotence and loss of probability information could be overcome by defining an "indifferent" nondeterministic choice operator in addition to the "demonic" one, which would be resolved before the execution of the process, similarly as the probabilistic choice. Translated in terms of schedulers, the authors in [Mor96] propose that, in the future, the power of the schedulers that resolve the nondeterminism should be restricted in order to preserve probability information as well as idempotence of nondeterministic choice.
Similarly as above, in [ABD11] first the probabilistic choices are resolved and the resolutions are compared under the standard may-testing semantics of [DeH84] . Processes in [ABD11] do not contain internal nondeterminism. Again, action choice does not distribute over probabilistic choice, which leads to compositionality problems. The same problems also occur in the testing equivalence of [Caz03] , defined with the unrestricted schedulers, similar to the testing semantics of [WaL92] discussed in the introduction.
The loss of idempotence for internal choice was overcome by the button-pushing testing equivalence defined in [KwN98b] ; however, here still congruence for parallel composition could not be achieved [KwN98a] , viz. action choice does not distribute over probabilistic choice.
We note that ready-trace equivalences for probabilistic systems were previously defined in [GDR97] and [Low93] . Reference [GDR97] defines a ready-trace equivalence for processes given in denotational semantics, with action choice and internal probabilistic choice, that is, without internal nondeterminism. We conjecture that the ready-trace equivalence of [GDR97] coincides with the one defined here, when restricted to processes without internal nondeterminism. However, our definition, unlike [GDR97] , yields a black-box testing scenario in the style of [Gla01] , with which the equivalence can be determined. Namely, in our case, if the observer can see the action menus at every moment, then she can deduce the conditional probability of a ready-trace via a simple statistical procedure. The definition of ready-trace equivalence given in [Low93] does not yield a testing scenario, since the function that computes the probability of every ready-trace does not yield a probability measure.
The results from the above research reports indicate that mixing probabilistic and nondeterministic choice in concurrent processes creates compositionality problems for linear-time equivalences, no matter whether in order to establish equivalence the internal choices are resolved first [Low93, Seg95, CSV07] , or the probabilistic choices are resolved first [Mor96, ABD11] . This observation, together with the problem with overestimation of probabilities under almighty schedulers explained in Example 1.2, noted already in [Low93, Seg95, Mor96] , led to a new research direction, aiming to restrict the power of the schedulers used to resolve the nondeterminism. Work in this direction has been reported in [AHJ01, Che06, ChP07, GiD09] .
Reference [AHJ01] is the first one that addresses the problem with compositionality for trace semantics [Seg95] in probabilistic systems. The parallel composition in [AHJ01] is synchronous -each time the composed system performs a step, all the components perform a step. The states of the system are valuations over a set of variables, and the information available to each component can be modeled by restricting the variables it is able to read. Reference [Che06] considers asynchronous systems, and restricts the power of the schedulers in a parallel composition, also to obtain compositionality for a trace equivalence for probabilistic systems distinguishing between input and output actions [WSS97] . When components are composed, the local nondeterminism in a component is resolved based only on the history of the component itself; the global nondeterminism, arising from the choice on which component will generate the next output action on which (the rest of) the components synchronize, is resolved by the components themselves, which pass a token one to another. A component that holds the token decides to which component it forwards the token, based on its own local history. Alternatively, as is discussed in [Che06] , the global nondeterminism can be resolved by a centralized component-scheduler, which resolves the nondeterminism based on the global history of the composition. In [GiD09] it is observed that such a scheduler, that resolves the global interleaving nondeterminism based on the complete history, may be still too powerful. A restriction is added to the interleaving scheduler in [GiD09] , such that it cannot use information from one component in order to decide between two other components. Comparing our approach to [AHJ01] and [Che06] , we can conclude that the common feature enabling compositional reasoning under linear-time semantics is resolving the local nondeterminism in a component based on local information only. The three approaches differ in the resolution of the global nondeterminism. While the focus in [AHJ01] and [Che06] is on resolving nondeterminism in special types of concurrent systems, our focus was on deriving a satisfactory extension of a common process language such as CSP, as evidenced in [GeA10a, GeA12, Geo11] . The result is a ready-trace semantics, finer than trace semantics, under which CSP can be extended with a probabilistic choice. The focus in [GiD09, Gir10] is not on devising compositionality, but on improving the probabilistic verification techniques, by obtaining as realistic estimates of probabilities as possible. In the present work, among other things, we were interested in the question "How much freedom can the schedulers retain such that compositionality for linear-time equivalence is preserved?".
In [Cal10] an algorithm is proposed for computing (time-bounded) optimal reachability probabilities with respect to the distributed schedulers of [Che06] and [GiD09] . The algorithm is based on an interpretation of the model as a parametric Markov chain, such that each state in the latter is a path in the original probabilistic system. The idea is that the scheduler decisions are parameters of the parametric Markov chain, similarly as here. However, there is a conceptual difference between the two approaches. Namely, we are interested in integrating the schedulers in the model itself for a compositional reasoning, and the external choice is left to be resolved by the environment; on the other hand, in [Cal10] the interest is on resolving all nondeterminism in a distributed system in order to compute the bounds of the reachability probabilities, and composing the parametric Markov chains is not an issue. It is interesting that both papers [GeA10b] and [Cal10] , that propose integrating the scheduler information into labels, appeared at approximately the same time.
The paper [ChP07] takes a dual approach to the previous approaches, by introducing an explicit scheduler that communicates to processes via labels: two sub-processes in the process are indistinguishable to a scheduler if they have the same labels. Thus, by a suitable labeling, the modeler specifies which internal or random choices are visible to the scheduler and which are not. When compared to our and all other approaches, the method in [ChP07] allows for a greater flexibility in equating processes. For example, whether processes x andx in Fig. 2a are testing-equivalent depends on the labeling system. Note that this flexibility means that more responsibility is being delegated to the modeler. In our case, on the other hand, it is enough to ensure only that no label appears twice before processes are composed; as the processes start composing, the labels identify which internal choices are multiple instances of the same internal choice, or in terms of [ChP07] , which random choices are invisible to the scheduler. Moreover, new labels are automatically assigned to the nondeterminism arising from parallelism, reflecting the information, based on which, this nondeterminism is resolved, and thus serving to identify multiple instances of an internal choice. Also, while in [ChP07] the labels serve to navigate the scheduler, limiting it thus to a deterministic one, in our case the labels represent unknown probabilities, yielding randomized schedulers.
The power of the schedulers for verification of security properties has been also restricted in [And11] ; in this paper, tagged probabilistic automata are defined, such that the transitions in a parallel composition are tagged with the identifier of the component that originates the transition, or with a pair of components if synchronization has happened. At each point of the execution, the scheduler of the composition can see the current tags and the history of chosen tags and performed actions. Thus, this scheduler has similarities to our schedulers, showing once again how approaches with different motivations can converge independently to similar solutions. The framework of [And11] has been extended with internal nondeterminism in [Alv10] and corresponding process equivalences (bisimulation and completed trace equivalence), together with a congruence result for bisimulation given in [Alv10] .
Finally, note that restricting the power of schedulers that resolve the nondeterminism, for the purpose of realistic modeling, is a research topic in areas other than concurrency theory itself; for example in security (e.g. [Can01] ), in operation research (e.g. [Sod71] ), and in artificial intelligence (e.g. [KLC98] ). We do not make formal comparison to work in those areas, as, reasonably, they target either more specific, or different problems.
Concluding remarks
Conclusion In this part, we have proposed a new probabilistic extension of may/must testing theory [DeH84] for concurrent processes, by restricting the schedulers that resolve the nondeterminism. The motivation was that the existing approaches for probabilistic may/must testing [WaL92, Seg96, JoW02, PDM07, Den08, Den09], based on the almighty schedulers for resolving nondeterminism, yielded unrealistic probabilities with which a process passes a test (a problem already observed in [Low93, Mor96, Seg95] ). As a result, they equated too few processes when compared to [DeH84] , or, in other words, the internal probabilistic choice was observable, unlike in [DeH84] . We have shown that our testing preorder can be characterized with a probabilistic ready-trace preorder relation, by which the exact moment in time in which a probabilistic or an internal choice happens is unobservable. In order to obtain realistic probabilities to pass a test, in our model the internal transitions are augmented with labels. The labels represent the information based on which the internal nondeterminism is resolved and, thus, restrict the schedulers. For finite processes, our model is at least as expressible as the model of probabilistic automata [Seg95] , or the alternating model of probabilistic systems [Han91] , since each finite process from the latter two can be represented in our model by giving different labels to all internal transitions.
Since [GeA10b] , which is the preliminary version of the present paper, we have also defined a generalized parallel composition for our model in [GeA10a, Geo11] , such that processes synchronize on a set of actions and interleave on the rest of the actions, as in CSP [Ros98] , and also the synchronized actions are hidden, as in CCS [Mil80] . We have shown that our ready-trace preorder is a precongruence, that is, is preserved under parallel composition [GeA10a, Geo11] . Based on the ready-trace equivalence and the new parallel composition, we have given a probabilistic extension of CSP [GeA10a, Geo11, GeA12] which preserves all the nice properties of the internal choice from CSP, such as the distributivity laws and idempotence. Thus, with our approach we have also solved another open problem, namely to give a satisfactory probabilistic extension of CSP, that respects the original laws.
Future work
The results presented here open several questions that can be addressed in the future. The synchronization operator defined here, due to its testing nature, applies only to finite processes: tests are finite and unfolded processes are finite. It would be interesting to generalize the operator for synchronization of arbitrary processes, and investigate whether the unfolding could be bypassed in certain cases and whether a finite representation of infinite processes can be obtained. Also, in the present setting we limited ourselves to processes without divergence. There are several ways to treat divergence: one can treat it as an error in the model (e.g. [Hoa85, DeH84] ), or can abstract away from it by assuming fairness (e.g. [Mil80, BBR10, ReV07] ), or can allow it, but distinguish between processes with and without divergence (see e.g. [GLT09] ). In the present setting, divergent processes cannot be obtained by parallel composition; divergence in the non-composed processes could be treated by assuming that the divergence transitions are probabilistic (implying fairness). Then, cycles of probabilistic transitions are easily handled using Markov Chain theory [How71] . However, if a parallel composition that yields cyclic processes is defined, then an internal action may be obtained by synchronization and divergence would require a different treatment.
Another problem that needs to be addressed is the decidability of our ready-trace equivalence. We have defined it using randomized schedulers for the resolution of the nondeterminism, which are in general more powerful than the deterministic schedulers, i.e. those that assign trivial probabilities from the set {0, 1} to the alternatives. Indeed, had we defined our equivalence by deterministic schedulers, then it would have distinguished less. For example, processes (τ 1 a τ 2 b)|||(τ 3 c τ 4 d ) and τ 5 (a|||c) τ 6 (a|||d ) τ 7 (b|||c) τ 8 (b|||d ) would be equivalent; by our definition, they are distinguished, as the resolution of the later process such that τ 5 τ 8 0.5 and τ 6 τ 7 0 cannot be mimicked by any resolution of the former process. Interestingly, if we ignore the internal labels, those two processes are equated by the failures semantics of CSP [Hoa85] . Thus, we anticipate that if we restrict to deterministic schedulers, no new equalities w.r.t. CSP would arise. Therefore, restricting to deterministic schedulers for decidability reasons should be reasonable.
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